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Personalization is central to TPR Storytelling®
Personalization refers to centering class around the students.
In step one, personalize the language by talking only to the students, with the students and about the
students. Ask questions (PQA) and listen to student responses. Make their responses the topic of
conversation.
In step two, weave a story about a student and some of the information that you know about your students.
Often the information from the step one conversation instigates the story. Embellish the story with things
like TV shows, famous people, school activities or sports that are interesting to your students. Show that
you care about students by guaranteeing that all students understand every word of the story.
In step three, make comparisons between readings and your students. Relate topics in the stories to your
students’ lives. It is important to take advantage of every opportunity to make your students look good.
They are always intelligent, powerful, and influential.
How to learn about students? Some teachers like to chat with students outside of class; some do a survey.
Other teachers invite comments on paper, others use PQA.
Any negative attribute obviously refers to somebody who is NOT in the classroom. All negative qualities
can refer to celebrities, students from a rival school or town, beings from another planet, but NOT a
member of your class!

Potential Personalization Pitfalls:

Don’t get too personal. You are
teaching an academic subject,
not counseling students.

Get to know your students’
culture and embellish from
THEIR world, not yours!

Make ALL students look good.
Avoid making one look better than
another. They are all better than
celebrities!

Create a Playful
Atmosphere in the
Classroom

TPRS WORLD
One way to play with language
is to ask “What/Who else?”
after getting a good idea or two
from your students.

Playfulness involves grinning,
smiling, winking, joking,
teasing. It means having a light
touch and enthusiasm that is
communicated by your whole
body!
A variety of tools will add flair
to your storytelling. It is helpful
to take one tool and focus on
using it for a week.
Examples of these tools:
chanting, echoing, singing,
rhythms. Use vocal variety to
highlight structures in isolation.
Use the structures in context but
connected to students and
celebrities or unusual situations.
Assign words to individual
students, pointing to that student
each time you say the word.
Assign the role of “professor” to
a student who then decides the
color and size of things, as well

Joe Neilson likes to work on
10 or 12 structures over a
period of a week or two, using
them every day in a slightly
different way in each different
story.

as nationality or motivation for t i m e a n d e n e rg y t o k n o w
characters.
something special about each
student, we get playful
Playfulness is enhanced when we ammunition. When taught with
celebrate originality, talent, an atmosphere of playfulness,
acting, anything that is unique students react with the belief,
about our students. By taking the “Hey, this is really FUN!”

QUESTIONING: GET ABUNDANT REPS?
Circling questions	

Comprehension chec

Choose questions so that your
students will answer successfully,
and so that they can’t predict
what the next question will be.

The purpose of “circling” is to get
abundant repetitions of the target
structures. The goal is to get the
language to sound right.
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A GOOD RECIPE!

The Role of Reading, homework, and
assessment
READING TEACHES
LANGUAGE BETTER
THAN ANYTHING ELSE
DOES!

WHAT ABOUT
HOMEWORK?

If you assign homework, keep it
as short and enjoyable as
possible. Some teachers have
students do grammar drills on the
In addition to step three of TPRS,
internet (Quia for example.)
have students read for pleasure.
Reading novels, children’s books, In level one, have students write
and assorted realia in the three possible answers for each
classroom, at home, and on the question. It is a fun assignment,
i n t e r n e t p r o m o t e s f l u e n c y, focuses on meaning, and inspires
vocabulary, and accuracy.
enjoyable discussion the next day.

Three methods for grading
essays:
1. Use a rubric.
2. Highlight every occurrence of
a single error. (Such as agreement
or conjugation)
3. Highlight only the first ten
errors.

ASSESSMENT

The purpose of assessment is to
find out how well students know
The purpose of such reading is Furthermore it helps them
the material.
s i m p l y t o u n d e r s t a n d t h e understand parts of speech.
message. Whatever enhances
Tell a story to an adult is a simple The most accurate assessments
pleasure in reading and makes
homework assignment. It takes are cumulative and unannounced.
students want to read more or
Assessment often does not make
no time from the classroom!
longer is to be encouraged. If
students better in language, so use
something seems cute or clever to Create a story you can tell (either only as much time as is necessary
the teacher but does not make by writing it or by drawing it) to find out what you need to
students want to read more or provides a lesson for the next day. know.
longer, it is not promoting It also offers new story ideas for
fluency.
making a “student-written” short Quizzes should be quick to grade.
story book, and for story lines Suggestions: true/false, yes/no,
Some reading activities that
that may become “home-run s h o r t a n s w e r , t r a n s l a t e
promote acquisition are Free
vocabulary, multiple choice, or
stories” in future classes.
Voluntary Reading, whole-class
answer two questions about
reading (of interesting novels that In levels 3 and up, assign reading homework.
provide discussion topics because infrequent student essays to
the story is so good), and assess writing style and accuracy. Chapter tests should assess
dramatizing scenes from stories Of course reading improves vocabulary, reading, culture, and
or novels.
these writing traits, so there is no writing. Include information from
need to assign a large number of the whole year, not just the
Assign a summary or give a quiz
(or particularly long) essays. current chapter.
to verify that they did their
When students read at home, they
reading homework. Keep it
a
can write summaries (in English The final exam should be
simple, though! Doing a
or in the language) to verify that proficiency assessment. It should
summary or taking a quiz is not
assess comprehension, speaking,
they have read the assignment.
what makes reading pleasurable.
reading, and writing

Accuracy? YES we can!

DIFFERENTIATE
====================
What does it mean?
Low achievers can always
get this one right!
What if I said _____?
A slight grammatical change
helps average students
notice that meaning is tied
to grammar.
How would you say __?
Creating in the language
challenges top performers.

ENHANCE ACCURACY BY DIFFERENTIATING QUESTIONS
AND BY CAREFUL, LONG-TERM, REPETITIVE TEACHING
The order of acquisition hypothesis tells us that students will acquire structures
as they become ready. Their readiness develops as a consequence of abundant
comprehensible input.

Shelter
vocabular y,
don’t shelter
grammar.

Use correct gram
mar from
day one.
How can we expect
students
to use a str
ucture
automatically if th
ey have
not heard it?

Write grammatical changes and point to each word, showing its impact
on the meaning of the sentence. If “He gave to his mother” is a target
structure, then it would be on the board when class begins. If the
grammatical focus of the class is first person, then you would wait until
the appropriate time in class and then write “I gave to my mother”
directly above or below the target structure, using a contrasting color for
the first person forms.
Be meticulous about writing the grammatical structures and changes
every day. Point to the crucial changes, asking questions consistently. No
matter what the grammatical focus is, this procedure enables students of
all abilities to progress.

It’s all

Add some pizzazz to your
lessons!
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ABOUT ME
Invite students to
contribute creative ideas.
Put a student in charge
of a phrase, word, or topic.
Take a “birdwalk” that
relates to another student
and then get back to the
story.
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Dialog in stories
Soun
d effe
cts
Vocal variety
nts
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Music, sing!

Look into the EYES of
students.
Invite students to create
a quick story line from the
three phrases.
Refer to current TV,
movies, songs, entertainment
topics.

EXPERIENCED TPRS TEACHERS DISCOVER THAT THE
SHIFT TO “EXPERIENCED” SIMPLY MEANS TEACHING
MORE DELIBERATELY, MORE SLOWLY, MORE
CAREFULLY, WITH MORE CONFIDENCE. THE SHIFT IS
APPARENT WHEN THE TEACHER SHOWS A DEEP AND
ABIDING CONCENTRATION ON THE STUDENTS.

“Class culture”
Develop a class atm
osphere
that is unique to ea
ch class.
Student accoun
tability is
crucial. TPRS may
be fun, but
this is still an
academic
workplace! 	

Develop an attitude
of
profound respect fo
r students.
Hold students to sta
ndards of
accuracy and comple
teness.

REMEMBER

It is not about the story.
It is not about us teachers.
It is not about the method
Use teasing judiciously. Keep it light and not
we use to teach.
too personal.
The crucial point of
teaching languages is to
Spontaneous TPR Michael Miller says a
phrase like, “Hit the floor!” at unexpected
produce proficient
moments of his lesson. All students drop to the
language users.
floor!
Ventriloquist: Actor opens mouth while
actual speaker hides behind him.

Home run stories Save stories that are very
successful. Use them every year as milestones in
the year. Embellish them with props, accents,
costumes, and big grin!
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?
What does Ch do?

! !

Harry Potter

What does he read?

Does he read Superfudge?

Does he read HP or Superfudge?

Does Ch read HP?

!

Susan Gross 2009

Does he read HP or doesn"t he read HP?
Does Charles read HP or does HP read Charles?

Want some output?
When you want a complete statement rather than one word answers, try these questioning structures:

Circle with each new detail, so that the sentence becomes long and complex (and interesting)

Keep the questions interesting! Add a detail every 2 - 3 questions. (When, where, how, what day, what time, for how long,
with/to/for whom, how many, what color, how big, how often, what weather, why)

Who ….

Does Ch. eat…

!

Does Ch. read….

reads! !

Does Superman….

!

Does Ch. read or eat ….

!

Does Charles or Tony….

!

or
_

!

Does Charles….

Charles!

+

!

Statement: Charles reads Harry Potter

Circling chart = four possibilities for every word!

